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i have been a loyal pbs subscriber for years and i am a senior on a fixed income. i cannot afford to give any more money to any of pbs's programming, which i have no time to watch. i had hoped that i could continue to support your programming but i have learned that pbs has become a
subversive political organization which has lost its original purpose. the most egregious example of this is the current "documentary" "hitler the rise of evil" which is a propaganda piece with a powerful anti-american agenda. i have not changed my mind about the importance of the airwaves to
the public. i understand that your programming is funded by the federal government and the federal government pays the salaries of all the "professionals" involved in producing your programming. however, i do not give money to any organization which is not specifically for the purpose for
which it was established. i found this to be a very expensively produced piece which was obviously intended to be a propaganda piece. i was shocked to learn that pbs has stooped to such a level as to produce this piece of propaganda. i want to know why pbs would produce a piece of this nature.
furthermore, i want to know who is responsible for such a piece of propaganda. i have watched this program on the rise of the nazis twice and watched the rebuttal to the rebuttal. first, there is no reason for pbs to air this program. it is propaganda for the nazis, and is complete with lies,
exaggerations, and distortion of the truth. it is an abomination. i would expect a propaganda piece from the nazis, or for that matter, the communists, but not from pbs. when people say "they are victims of propaganda" they are truly delusional. in this case, the nazis are the ones who are
producing this propaganda piece and presenting it to the world as an accurate depiction of events. it is disgraceful.
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few months ago i filed a complaint against pbs which was promptly rejected. i will file the same complaint again in a week as i am somewhat concerned about the closing of the orb out-posts and i believe that orb is still operating its out-posts despite the cpb denied their motion. so far i have not
gotten a satisfactory answer. i don't care how many millions you receive each year. it's a shame that millions of tax-paying citizens give their money to you only to be abused by your own people. shame on you! last year i requested that your station perform an unbiased program on the recent

legalization of abortion in many states across the us. when i inquired, you were extremely apologetic and said that your programming department had no one with sufficient knowledge to develop such a program. i asked for a list of the staff you had available. you did not respond. i then
requested that you hire a staff member who was knowledgeable about the issue. i then submitted a list of factual questions to be addressed by the staff to prepare a program. i then offered to act as facilitator for the staff in developing the program, and offered to act as your expert witness.you

did not respond.instead, you suggested that i simply watch "wired" for information. this was total crap, as much as you may like the web. can you return my call or email? my anger towards the national community tv was based on the fact that nc tv was owned by a corporation that i have learned
is a subsidiary of time warner inc. i was particularly angry at their promotion of lgbt lifestyles. why were taxpayer dollars used to promote the lgbt lifestyle?however, as i have learned, time warner inc. is a spin-off of aol/time warner which is an offshoot of time inc. which is owned by time-warner

in inc. which is owned by warner media which is owned by warner-amex bank which is owned by rupert murdoch. each of the divisions have a different agenda. i am not qualified to play chess with murdoch so i will keep my ammo in-house. 5ec8ef588b
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